Color Gel Application:
The color will separate just like polish. Stir your color using the white plastic spatula that came
with you kit. If you do not have one or need another just ask your distributor. Scrape the pigment
off of the bottom of the jar and fold it back into the gel. If you do not stir your color you will
experience chipping as you get closer to the end of the jar.
1.

Prepare the natural nails.

2.

Apply Gelousy Base Gel. Squeezing a small drop of Gelousy Base Gel on all 5 nails.
Use your oval brush to work the gel into the nail plate. Use a very thin coat. You
need to see the fibers of the nail standing you through the gel. Too much base gel
will cause lifting.

3.

Cure the base gel for 30 seconds

4.

Apply Gelousy Natural Gel. Squeeze a line of Gelousy Natural Gel on the center of
the nail. Use the oval brush to lightly distribute the gel over the entire nail. Your
touch should be so light as not to bend the bristles on the brush. Use the application
tip on the bottle to build a natural arch and fill in any dips.

5.

Cure the gel for 1 minute

6.

Apply the Gelousy Color Gel with the oval brush

7.

Cure for 1 minute

8.

Apply a 2

9.

Cure for 1 minute

10.

Apply a second coat of Gelousy Color Natural Gel. Use the application tip on the

nd

coat of Gelousy Color Gel if desired.

bottle to perfect the shape.
11.

Cure the gel for 2 minutes
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12.

Wipe nails with Gelousy Nail Prep

13.

Smooth the edges with the 180 grit file if necessary. Use the file at a 45% angle.

14.

Ask client to wash their hands and then apply cuticle oil.
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